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All 
about

Address:

Telephone:

School:

School Address:

Class/Tutor Group:

Birthday:

Star Sign:

Bike – Make:

Bike – Colour:

Bike – Frame No:

Doctor:

Dentist:

Favourite Band:

Hobbies:

Friends’ Tel. Nos:

Don’t Panic

This isn’t another homework diary. 

This is a journal for you to use as a

personal diary or as a notebook.

You can record your appointments,

birthdays, social events, holidays and

outings.

You can start your journal at any month of

the year. However, it is printed with

September at the beginning because that

is the first month of your new school life

when you may be:-

•  Meeting new friends

•  Travelling longer distances

•  Having greater freedom

Each month gives you information about

the roads and how you use them. Perhaps

you could discuss the questions and

answers with your friends.

Maybe your parents could help?

(The answers are at the back of the journal)
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Things to do in

What kinds of 
transport are you
going to use on
your way to
school or out with
friends?

Yes No

Bus

Car

Foot

Cycle

Most of you will have
included walking and
cycling. On any of 
your journeys do you
encounter any of these
hazards?

Yes No

Roundabouts

Busy Roads

Junctions

Level Crossings

Traffic lights

Other

Are there things 
that can help you 
such as:

Yes No

Traffic lights

Cycle /Pedestrian

routes

Zebra / Pelican

crossings

Subway

Footbridge

Other

Did you know...
You can use the diary here to

keep track of where you’re

going and when, and whose

birthday is coming up!

Look out for Children
playing or Pedestrians
on the Cycle Route

Do you use the
quickest route?

Does it avoid
hazards?

Is there an
alternative route?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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Things to do in

Did you
know...

The first

omnibuses

carried 22

people and

were drawn

by 3 horses!

You may now
be travelling to
and from
school by bus. 

This is a
convenient and
Travelwise
mode of
transport – 
but there are
certain things
to remember in
order to 
survive the
journeys:

Bus Travel

Can you Change ?
bus ...... ...... ...... car

ride ...... ...... mile

gear ...... ...... beam

hub ...... ...... cap

Wear a seatbelt if there
is one available

Stay in your seat

Do not stand on the
seat

Do not distract the
driver, only speak to
them in an emergency
or when they are not
driving

Do not push or rush
towards the vehicle

If you have to cross the
road after you leave the
vehicle, wait until it has
moved off and 
you can see that the
road is clear both ways



Turnover for...

Bus Travel...
...the page, 

not you, silly!
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Things to do in

Did you
know...
Reflective

materials often

contain prisms.

What will

happen if you

cut the prism in

half? – will the

prismers escape!

Don’t go
out at
night in
dark
colours

Did you
know...
Luminous
materials glow
in the dark
from the
stored light
energy and
are not used
in road safety

Be seen Be safe

Spot the cyclist
CLUE: He’s next

to the black cat!

Fluorescent

materials 

use ultra-violet

rays in sunlight,

so are only 

effective during

the day

Zebra Crossing
Now you see it

- now you

don’t!

After a road

accident

motorists often

say “I just

didn’t see you

in time”

Reflective

materials show

up at night

because they

reflect the light

from car

headlights

“I said

FLUORESCENT

not fluorescent!

Colours are not

seen as well at

night. White or

reflective

materials should

be worn by

pedestrians and

cyclists

Before riding at

night, cyclists

should make sure

their lights are

clean and

working

Cats eyes were invented by 

Sir Percy Shaw in 1934. At first

they were white but now they

are also:

Red – nearside of carriageway

Amber – offside of carriageway

Green – sliproads

Did you
know...
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Things to do in

Did you
know...

When the Ford
Motor Company
started to 
produce
large
numbers
of cars, Henry Ford
said “You can have
any colour you like,
as long as its
black!”

We all have five

senses,

although at

times it seems

some of us

don’t have any

at all!

We use our

senses all the

time – tasting,

touching,

seeing, smelling

and hearing –

imagine what it

would be like

to lose one. 

Do you know

anyone who

has? 

People

sometimes talk

about a sixth

sense; knowing
that something

is going to 

happen before

it does, and

that doesn’t

mean when

you’ve broken

your mums’

best vase! 

Don’t be
senseless use
them all, all the
time.

Senses

Seeing and hearing are vital
in keeping us safe in 
the environment. 

Sound is an important way
of warning of danger...

Pelican crossings have
“bleeps” to help the
blind to know when it
is safe to cross...

“Tactile” paving also
helps blind people to
find the crossing...

Road signs give us
important information
about the road; the
colours make them
easier to understand
quickly...

Ipods make 
you less aware of your 
surroundings...

Sometimes you can hear
traffic before you see it. 

Can you tell how fast traffic
is travelling by the 
noise the engine makes?..

In bad weather hoods make 
it more difficult to see 
and hear...

On your bicycle, turning right
is especially dangerous. 

It is important to have a good
look all around before 
starting to manoeuvre into the
road...

How well do you
know Road Signs?
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Things to do in

If you have any

sense you’ll have a

look under here

Weather

Weather conditions can

affect our safety

When it rains after a long

dry spell, oily and dusty

roads become slippery

Snow, fog and rain can

reduce visibility for

drivers, pedestrians and

cyclists

Strong winds can push

cyclists into the path of

vehicles

Ice, snow Autumn leaves

may be hazardous and

cause slipping

Braking and stopping

distances are increased

by bad weather!

Bright sunshine can

dazzle drivers when the

sun is low in the sky

Did you
know...
Belly button

fluff is

always Blue
because of

your

enzymes!!

Did you
know...

Racing cars

change there

tyres

according to

the weather

They need

treads for

wet and

smooth, soft

and sticky

tyres for dry

conditions 
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Things to do in

Did you
know...
It would take

seventeen

days for a

snail to travel

one mile

Did you
know...
The higher the

speed of the

vehicle, the

more difficult it

is to judge its

speed

Did you
know...
Most accidents

involving

pedestrians

happen on

roads in

30mph areas.

At         mph 

one child in
twenty is killed

At         mph 

half are killed

At         mph 

most are killed

True or False?
Stopping distances are increased by:

True False

Wet and slippery roads

Slow speeds

Tired drivers

Poor brakes

Loud music

At     mph it takes a car 3 car lengths to Stop

At     mph it takes a car 9 car lengths to Stop

Stopping distance =

Thinking distance +

Braking distance .

Here is a word
search for you to
do. All the words
are about speed
and stopping.
Here is a list to
help you:

SPEEDSROADS

DANGEROUS

BRAKES

SAFETY CAMERA

SLIPPERY

DISTANCE

DRIVERS

THINKING

TIRED

STOPPING

DAMP

Wordsearch
V Y L S P E E D S W Q T

B T M A F W F A R H T H

N G G F H N Z N E K Y I

L N S E K V W G V H R N

D I S T A N C E I Q E K

E P A Y L U Q R R U P I

R P C C P M O O D P P N

I O V A R A Y U Z D I G

T T B M D S N S R D L F

K S N E S R K O A L S W

P D R R D F L M Y Z J J

S E K A R B P I P F H G
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Things to do in

Why don’t you have

a look to?

In car safety

Make sure all
passengers are
restrained

Always wear a
seatbelt in your own
or anyone else’s car

Do not distract the
driver

Did you
know...
By law you
must wear a
seatbelt if
there is one
available

1) Everyone should wear one

2) Not on purpose, by ........

3) Small Coach

4) Holds very small children in the car

5) Against the law

6) Wear this in the middle at the back

7) Travellers in vehicles

8) Most suitable

9) Travels along the road

10) Rules that MUST be obeyed

11) In charge of/control of

12) Held in place

Find the answers to
the clues and write
them across the grid.
The equivalent of
your weight in a car
accident will appear
in the centre column.
Read the seat belt
law at the back, it
may help you find
the answers!

?
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Things to do in

Did you
know...

An accident,

especially one

which causes

injury or

death, can

have serious

effects on

people and

events far

removed from

where it took

place...
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Things to do in

Did you
know...

The first “tyres”

were hoops of

iron round

wheels of

wood...No

wonder those

bicycles were

nicknamed

“Boneshakers”.

Cyclists are very
vulnerable road
users. 
Car drivers have
a protective
metal shield
around them –
cyclists do not!

Cycle helmets are
now fashionable
and fun

7 out of 10 cycle
accidents result
in head injuries

At night you
must use front
and rear lights
and always have
a red rear
reflector 

A bike is very
mobile in
traffic but
sudden
swerves and
zig-zagging
cannot be
anticipated by
motorists 

Did you
know...

Hundreds of
bicycles are
stolen every
year. 

Why not get
your bike post
coded, buy a
good lock and 
keep a record
of the frame
number.

Can you put these in order of importance? 
Discuss your answers with your friends

1 Make sure you don’t unbalance your

bikes with heavy bags.

2 Ensure nothing gets caught in the

wheels or chain.

3 Look all around before starting off or

manoeuvring. 

4 Don’t ride straight off the pavement

into the road.

5 A good riding position makes cycling

easy and comfortable.

6 Check your bike often, giving special

attention to brakes, lights and tyres.

7 The rules that apply to other drivers

apply to you as well, such as stopping

at traffic lights, pedestrian crossings

and using one-way streets.
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Things to do in

Did you
know...

40% of

accidents

happen on the

way to and

from school.

There is a chance that
anyone of you could
be involved in a road
accident. 

Do you know someone
who has been involved
in an accident...
or have you?

Whoever you are

out with, always
pay attention to 

the road!

Many pedestrians

are involved in

accidents every day

Do you and your

friends believe

that accidents only

happen to other

people?

Guardrails are

there to protect

you. Never climb

over or walk

outside them.

Do you have to

follow the crowd!

If your friends show off,
you don’t have to. 

Don’t be influenced by your
friends.

Do you and your

friends take less

care on the roads

you use everyday?

Can you
unravel these
mixed words

They are all

things which

help improve

your safety

on the roads

Can you
unravel these
mixed words

FTCRLOSNUEE 
LTICONHG

RCEFEILTEV 
REMLTAIAS

FTREODOBGI

SWBAYU

GDIURRSALA

TCRFIAF TILHGS

PNCEAIL
NCSOIRSG

ZREAB 
NCSOIRSG
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Things to do in

Did you
know...

The first fatal

pedestrian

accident 

happened in

Crystal Palace

in 1896 and

the coroner at

the inquest

said how

dreadful it was

and hoped it

would never

happen again.

The majority of accidents
happen because someone
makes a mistake. Mostly
it is not just one person’s

fault. Accidents on the road can be
caused by a combination of factors.

Remember

999
calls are

free!

No money needed

even in a pay

phone or call box.

Dial 999 and wait.

If someone is hurt... Wait and listen

The 
operator 
answers There are 3 emergency services:

1. Police 2. Ambulance 3. Fire

Accident scene

Speak clearly...
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Things to do in

Did you
know...

The greatest

number of 

accidents

happen to

young 

people in the

10 – 14 year

old age group.

Do you know

why?

Risk taking
These are some of the

things that could put 

you at risk:

• Crossing between

parked cars

• Taking unnecessary

risks like dodging

between moving

vehicles

• Not checking your

brakes on your bike

• Listening to Ipods

near the road

• Overloading your bike

• Wearing dark clothes

at night

• Riding your bike with

no hands

Don’t cross between parked cars

unless there is no where else. Use

the outside edge of the cars as

the kerb.

Don’t be lead by your friends into

taking unnecessary risks like

dodging between moving cars.

Do check your brakes on your

bike.

Don’t listen to Ipods when using

the road...

Don’t overload your bike...

Don’t wear dark clothes at night...

Don’t ride your bike with no hands

How do

you reduce

the risks on

your

journeys...



QUIZ
How safe do you
think you are?
You have just got off the school bus and
want to get home quickly do you?...

a) take a chance and cross quickly in front

of the bus?

b) dance up and down hoping the bus pulls

away quickly

c) move further down the road

and cross there

You are looking after a small child and have
pressed the “wait” button at the pelican
crossing but there is nothing coming, do
you?...

a) cross before the green man anyway

b) wait for the green man

c) explain to the child why you are waiting

and what for

You are on your way to school and see your
friends on the other side of the busy road.
They call to you to run across, you are 75
metres from a pelican crossing, do you?...

a) use the crossing

b) cross where you are

c) wait for a policeman to see you across

You get a new bike for Christmas but your
parents will only let you ride it if you wear
a helmet, do you?...

a) always wear it when riding your bike

b) only wear it when your parents can see

you

c) try to encourage your friends to wear

helmets as well

You are given a lift to school by your best
friend’s parents. There are seat belts in the
car, but no one is using them, do you?...

a) put yours on anyway

b) not wear yours because it’s only a short

journey

c) put yours on telling everyone else why

they should wear theirs

You are out on your bike and the weather
turns very windy, would you?...

a) get off and walk

b) try to cycle against the wind –

get blown off!!

c) only ride the bike where there is no

traffic

Your friend is trying to dodge 
between moving traffic, do you?..

a) follow him in case he thinks you are

“chicken”

b) find a safe place to cross and wait for

the traffic to pass

c) call him back

You want to ride your bike but have not
used it for several weeks, do you?...

a) clean the spiders off, before getting on

and riding it away

b) check your brakes, tyres, chain, etc

c) let your friend try it first, in case the

brakes don’t work (ha, ha)

You are on a shared cycle/pedestrian route
and an elderly couple are walking on your
side, do you?...

a) ring your bell to get them to move

b) dismount and walk round them

c) cycle round them carefully

How did you do? – see inside back cover
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For safer cycling
1 Keep your bicycle clean and well maintained

so it is roadworthy.

2 Wear fluorescent and reflective clothing so
that other road users can see you in daylight,
bad weather and at night.

3 Look around all the time and always signal
before moving off or turning.

4 Use the “Logical System” – think, look,  is it
safe?, signal, move.

5 Plan your route and try to avoid busy
junctions, use cycle routes whenever possible.

6 Look out for hazards making sure that you
can stop in time or avoid them.

7 Be aware of the actions of other road users
and be ready to react to avoid danger.

8 Go on a course to learn to ride your bike
safely and learn about road signs and
markings.

9 Remember: if ever the road seems too busy
or dangerous, you can always get off your
bike and walk.

For pedestrians
1 Think about the route you are going to use. Is

it the safest route? Does it include safer
crossing places? Have you thought about
where you will cross?

2 Look for traffic: think about where the traffic
will come from, this may not just be from the
right or left especially at junctions, traffic
lights and one-way systems. The sound of
traffic can give you clues – is traffic moving
quickly or slowly? Is it travelling away or
towards you? What sort of vehicle is it?

3 Remember: that you may be able to see cars
and drivers but they may not be able to see
you, especially if it is dark or if the weather is
poor – think about the clothes you are
wearing and how well they will show up.

4 Don’t be tempted by your friends to be silly
and take risks or cross in unsafe places.
Pushing and jostling on the pavement can
cause accidents.

Seat belt law
It is some 20 years since the

famous “clunk click” campaign

brought to the attention of the

public the very serious risks to

drivers and passengers. Here’s the

law on seat belts – you need to

be aware of it!

Front seat Rear seat Who is
responsible

Driver Seat belt
must be
worn if
fitted

Driver

Child
under 3
years of
age

Correct
child
restraint
must be
used

Driver

Child 3
years to
135 cms
in height
(and
under 12
years)

Child 12
or 13, or
over
135cms
in height

Correct
child
restraint
must be
used

Seat belt
must be
worn if
fitted

Seat belt
must be
worn if
fitted

Driver

Driver

Correct child
restraint must be
used. If one is not
available in a taxi,
may travel
unrestrained

Correct child
restraint must be
used where fitted.
Must use adult belt if:

• in a taxi, the correct

child restraint not

available

• on a short and

occasional trip, the

correct child

restraint not

available;

• two occupied child

restraints prevent

fitting of a third

Seat belt must be
worn if fitted

Seat belt must be
worn if fitted

Adult
passengers

Passenger



October: 

Can you change?

BUS BUT BAT CAT CAR

RIDE TIDE TILE MILE

GEAR TEAR TEAM BEAM

HUB CUB CUP CAP

How well do you know your
roadsigns?

SCHOOL CYCLE
ROUTE

DANGER

GIVE WAY NO CYCLING PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING

ROUNDABO
UT

STOP AND
GIVE WAY

TRAFFIC
SIGNALS

Score sheet for
the quiz

1 a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

2 a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

3 a) 3

b) 2

c) 1

4 a) 2

b) 1

c) 3

5 a) 2

b) 1

c) 3

6 a) 3

b) 1

c) 2

7 a) 1

b) 3

c) 2

8 a) 2

b) 3

c) 1

9 a) 1

b) 3

c) 2

Total:

How did you do?

9 – 15
Do you think you should be out

without your reins on? 

You really need to learn some

safety rules. Think about how

your behaviour can affect your

own and other road users

safety.

16 – 21
You are ‘on the right road’.

Don’t be tempted to take short

cuts. If you have an accident it

could take more time in the

long run.

22 – 27
Well done! You are showing a

good attitude. Make sure you

always put your knowledge into

practice.

Answers

December:

January:

SEAT BELT

ACCIDENT

MINI BUS

BAB YSEAT

ILL EGAL

LAPBELT

PASS ENGERS

AP PROPRIATE

VE HICLE

L AW

RESPO N SIBLE

RES TRAINED

March:


